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Good morning. As you will know I am Phil Scraton, Emeritus Professor in 
the School of Law, Queen’s University Belfast.  

 
Thank you for inviting me to speak to you regarding the Government’s 
General Scheme of a Certain Institutional Burials (Authorised Interventions) 

Bill. 
 
A brief introduction to my research and knowledge regarding the 

investigation of, and inquiry into, deaths that occur in controversial or 
contested circumstances specifically involving state and non-state 

institutions: 
 
I am a founder member of the UK-wide non-governmental organisation, 

INQUEST, established in 1980 to safeguard and promote the best interests 
of bereaved families. Since then, the focus of my research has been with 

bereaved families and survivors of tragedies. 
 
I headed the research for the Independent Panel into the Hillsborough 

disaster whose extensive report in 2012 led to new inquests which reversed 
the findings of the initial inquest, a new police investigation and criminal 
prosecutions.  

 
In 2019 I was appointed to the UK JUSTICE working party into inquest and 

public inquiry reform which reported the following year. In 2020 I was 
invited to give written and oral evidence to the New South Wales Select 
Committee on deaths in custody and coronial reform. 

 
Currently, I am principal author of the Irish Council for Civil Liberties’ 

research report Death Investigation, Coroners’ Inquests and the Rights of the 
Bereaved , published later this month; chair of the Haldane Society’s inquiry 
into the official inquiry process in England; with Dr O’Rourke, a member of 

the three-person panel appointed to advise Northern Ireland’s ministers on 
the most appropriate form of investigation and inquiry into the Mother and 

Baby/ Magdalene Institutions. 
 
Turning now to the proposed legislation. Clearly, its enactment would 

disapply existing powers of the Coroner in whatever locations and in respect 
of all deaths over which a new Agency is given jurisdiction.  



 
The Bill implies that families of infants and mothers who died in 

institutional custody will be compelled to make a choice: between 
exhumation and identification of their relative’s remains followed by 

reinternment; or the Coroner retaining the power to hold an inquest to 
confirm the deceased’s identity, approximately when they died, where they 
died and, most importantly, ‘how’ they died.  

 
The Bill also implies that no appropriate process already exists to conduct 
examinations, exhumations and identification, where necessary, of 

individuals who have died when in State care or when actions/ inaction of 
State employees are involved.  

 
You will be aware that the Coroner has a statutory obligation to hold an 
inquest if she or he considers that a death may have occurred: in a violent 

or unnatural manner; suddenly and from unknown causes; or in a location 
or circumstances that require an inquest – for example, in prison.  

 
The 1962 Coroners Act also empowers the Attorney General to direct a 
coroner to hold an inquest where a person has died, ‘in circumstances 

which in his opinion make the holding of an inquest advisable’.  
 
It is now two decades since the Government-appointed Working Group 

published its Review of the Coroner Service in Ireland calling for ‘root-sand-
branch’ reform. Our ICCL report establishes that existing legislation 

requires significant overhaul to comply with the European Convention on 
Human Rights.  
 

Having stated that, existing legislation allows the Minister for Justice to 
arrange exhumation and post-mortem examination, which could – and 
should – where possible include identification. It also permits inquests to 

proceed where bodies have not been found.  
 

The crucial question to be answered is why no inquests into the deaths in 
Mother and Baby Institutions or County Homes have been held. Further, 
why the General Scheme of Bill proposes to dis-apply the Coroner’s existing 

mandatory jurisdiction.  
 

We are aware that Coroners have been notified of the unmarked burials in 
Tuam and Sean Ross Abbey. The Final Report of the Mother and Baby 
Homes Commission of Investigation established that 9,000 - 15 per cent of 

the infants born in the institutions examined - died there, in addition to the 
deaths of 200 mothers.  
 

The Commission describes the infant mortality rate as ‘very high’ when 
compared to the national average. There are many deaths for which no 

specific cause is known, where there is no death certificate, or where the 
resting place of the person is unmarked or unknown.  
 



The Mother and Baby Institutions were the responsibility of the State – they 
were either directly State managed or there was extensive State involvement 

in their operation through funding, regulation and inspection.  
 

Article 2 of the European Convention on Human Rights applies, requiring an 
effective investigation wherever a person dies in circumstances engaging 
state responsibility, not least in the context of inhumane treatment. Article 8 

of the European Convention, that is, the obligation of respect for private and 
family life without interference by a public body, also applies. This is 
particularly relevant to ensuring the return of remains to relatives. 

 
Regarding recommendations to the Committee: You have the written 

submission to which I contributed, alongside Dr Maeve O’Rourke, who is 
here today, and ten others including several people directly impacted by the 
institutionalised process and practices of family separation.  

 
Given that we concur with a commitment to overhauling the Coronial 

system in Ireland, such reform should prioritise deaths in Mother and Baby 
Institutions and other related settings.  
 

If the Government wishes to maintain its proposal for an Agency, the Agency 
must cooperate with the overhauled Coronial system as that system carries 
out inquests into deaths in Mother and Baby Institutions and other related 

settings. The appointment of an Agency Coroner could be considered, with 
the necessary additional powers and duties to comply with Ireland's 

European human rights law obligations. 
 
These additional coronial powers and duties include independent 

investigation, dedicated infrastructure, full disclosure obligations, a 
mandatory requirement for publication of findings and full involvement of 
families.  

 
It is a privilege for Dr O’Rourke and I to be here today alongside those whose 

lives have been and continue to be directly impacted by this institutionalised 
atrocity. Today, we reflect on the inhumanity within these institutions meted 
out by those within and beyond the walls who operated and serviced them.  

 
Yet, we are involved in a professional capacity albeit affected profoundly by 

the revelations.  For the families, the bereaved and survivors, however, there 
is not a day that passes on which those deeply impacted by this inhumanity 
do not mourn their loss. It has defined their lives, and their voices must be 

heard. The State’s response must meet their right to truth, justice, 
acknowledgement and dignity. 
 

I look forward to being of further assistance.  
 
 


